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Abstract
We study the quantum Fisher information (QFI) per particle of an open (parti-
cles can enter and leave the system) and dissipative (far from thermodynamical
equilibrium) steady state system of two qubits in a noise which is decoherence.
We show the behavior of QFI per particle of the system due to changes of re-
set and decoherence parameters r and γ respectively. The parameter r is the
strength of the reset mechanism, γ is the strength of decoherence and in our
case it is dephasing channel. The parameters γ and r are real numbers. We
observe that the reset parameter must be bigger than decoherence parameter.
We have found that by choosing coupling parameter g as 5γ the QFI per particle
is 1.00226 which is greater than shot noise limit at γ = 0.5 and r = 14 . Also
the concurrence and negativity of the such state have been calculated and they
are found as 0.0992486 and 0.0496243 respectively. We have shown that when
the concurrence and negativity of some specific states different than zero, which
means the state is entangled, the QFI of the system is greater than 1. The QFI
per particle, concurrence and negativity shows that the chosen case is weakly
entangled. We discovered that the optimal direction depends on the parameters
r and γ and a change in the direction effects the behavior of the QFI of the
system.
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1. Intoduction
Quantum Fisher information (QFI) which characterizes the sensitivity of a
quantum system with respect to the changes of a parameter of the system has
been shown to be a multipartite entanglement criteria[1, 2]: If the mean quan-
tum Fisher information per particle of a state exceeds the so called shot-noise
limit i.e. the ultimate limit that separable states can provide, then the state is
multipartite entangled. Shot-noise limit is ∆θ ≡ 1√
N
, where N is the number
of particles[3]. The converse is not generally true that not all pure multipartite
entangled states achieve this limit, i.e. they are not useful for sub-shot-noise
interferometry even if optimized by local operations. The only exception is for
N=2 case, at that case any entangled state can be made useful by local opera-
tions [4]. It is also shown that GHZ states provide the largest sensitivity, achiev-
ing the fundamental, so called Heisenberg limit [5]. Mean QFI determines the
phase sensitivity of state with respect to SU(2) rotations. Recently the quantum
Fisher information has been further studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].
Quantum Fisher information is mainly related with quantum estimation theory
and there are some recent works about quantum estimation in open systems
[28, 29].
In nature it is hard to find controlled and closed systems. Usually the natu-
ral systems are open and noisy. If a quantum system interacts with environment
it is thought as the quantum system is in a noisy channel. It is known that the
entanglement of the quantum system decreases when the system is in a noisy
channel. However for an open quantum system the decrease in entanglement
can be balanced by a reset mechanism. With the help of reset mechanism an
entangled steady state can be established. The reset mechanism replaces ran-
domly particles of the quantum system with particles from the environment in
some standard, sufficiently pure, single-particle state [30]. If the reset mecha-
nism is taken alone, it can not produce entanglement to the system. To create
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entanglement, the fresh particles must interact with the system. Since there is
particle transfer from environment, the system must be open. Hartmann et.al
shown that for both gas type and strongly coupled quantum systems the effect
of decoherence can be vanished with the help of reset mechanism [31].
In this work, we study the quantum Fisher information per particle of open
and dissipative noisy system of two qubits with reset mechanism. Because of
its simplicity dephasing channel is used as decoherence channel in this study.
It should also be noted that the quantum system is in a steady state. We
examine the effect of reset mechanism if the strength of decoherence γ taken to
be constant. We observe that for the separability of the system, the strength
of reset “r” must be well chosen to balance the effect of decoherence. Then by
removing the restriction on γ we have looked for the quantum Fisher information
of the quantum system and it is observed that the system remains separable by
proper combinations of γ and r.
2. QFI of open noisy system in a steady state
The estimating parameters of a quantum state is one of the tasks of quantum
information theory. Let φ be a parameter of a density matrix ρ(φ). The quan-
tum Crame´r-Rao bound is the bound for the variance of estimation of parameter
φ.
∆φQCB =
1√
NmF
, (1)
where Nm is number of experiments and F is quantum Fisher Information. We
consider that the parameter φ is obtained by SU(2) rotations.
ρφ = UφρU
†
φ, (2)
where Uρ = e
iφJ−→n and and J−→n =
∑
α=x,y,z
1
2nασα, the angular momentum
operator in −→n direction. σα are Pauli matrices.
In quantum metrology there are many methods to calculate the quantum
Fisher information. One of the methods considered by Liu et.al [32] is a useful
one for separable states. Another approach is about the general parametrization
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process U = e−itH for an initial pure state with time independent Hamiltonian
H depending a parameter φ[25]. The third method gives the formula for the
calculation of quantum Fisher information for density matrices with arbitrary
ranks[33].
In this study, we are looking for points where the state is entangled (not
separable) by calculating QFI of the system. The density matrix is a full rank
matrix and the Hamiltonian of the system does not depend on the su(2) param-
eters. In the light of these arguments we use different method than these three
methods. The method that we use to calculate the quantum Fisher information
can be written from [4] as;
F (ρ, J−→n ) =
∑
i6=j
2(pi − pj)2
pi + pj
|〈i|J−→n |j〉|2 = −→nC−→n T . (3)
Here pi and |j〉 are the eigenvalue and eigenvector of state ρ respectively. Also −→n
is a normalized three dimensional vector and pi+ pj = 0 terms are not included
to summation. After some calculations the matrix elements of the symmetric
matrix C can be found as;
Ckl =
∑
i6=j
(pi − pj)2
pi + pj
[〈i|Jk|j〉〈j|Jl|i〉+ 〈i|Jl|j〉〈j|Jk|i〉] (4)
If ρ is a pure state the equation 4 is written as
Ckl = 2〈JkJl + JlJk〉 − 4〈Jk〉〈Jl〉, (5)
and the QFI is also expressed as F (ρ, J−→n ) = 4(∆J−→n )
2. The mean QFI is found
as in [6]
Fmax =
Fmax
N
=
λmax
N
(6)
here λmax is maximum eigenvalue of matrix C and N is the number of particles.
It has recently been shown that, the QFI for separable states is [1]
Fmax ≤ 1 (7)
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and for general states the mean QFI of the system is
Fmax ≤ N (8)
where the bound Fmax = N can be saturated by maximally entangled states.
Now, we define an open quantum system with reset mechanism in a noisy
channel. Since there is some particle transfer the system varies with time. The
total master equation which defines the quantum system is given by [30]
ρ˙ = −i[H, ρ] + Lnoiseρ+ r
N∑
i=1
(|χi〉〈χi|triρ− ρ) (9)
The master equation is in form of Lindbald equation. The solution of the master
equation gives us density matrix ρ of the quantum system. In equation (9), |χi〉
is a specific state and we choose it as |+〉i where σix|+〉i = |+〉i.
The first term in the right hand side of eq. (9) is just about total Hamiltonian
of the quantum system, the second term describes the noisy channel and the
third term describes the reset mechanism and N is the number of particle. Now
let us examine the terms of the right hand side of eq. (9) in detail.
The Hamiltonian of two qubit steady state can be written as,
H = gσ(1)z σ
(2)
z , (10)
here g ≥ 0 is the coupling strength.
The expression of decoherence channel which is chosen as dephasing channel
is
Lnoiseρ =
γ
2
∑
i=1,2
(σ(i)z ρσ
(i)
z − ρ) (11)
here γ is strength of decoherence which is a positive real number and σ
(i)
z is the
Pauli spin matrix in z axis for i’th particle.
The last term in equation (9) is about reset mechanism. The expression
means that with some probability rδt the particle i, i = 1, · · · , N, is resetted
during time interval δt to some specific state |χi〉, while the other qubits are
stays in the state triρ, i.e. the reduced density matrix obtained by tracing out
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the i’th particle. r is the strength of reset mechanism which is a positive real
number. Since the reset state should be able to produce entanglement from the
resulting product state, the reset state must be depend on the Hamiltonian. For
example for our Hamiltonian we can not choose the reset state as |χi〉 = |0〉,
since the state does not create any entanglement. Then our two qubit master
equation becomes
ρ˙ = −i[H, ρ] + γ
2
∑
i=1,2
(σ(i)z ρσ
(i)
z − ρ) + r
∑
i=1,2
(|+〉i〈+|triρ− ρ). (12)
When r = 0, dephasing part (γ) destroys all the entanglement. When r → ∞
Hamiltonian and noise parts are neglected and since the reset part injects fresh
particles to the system the entanglement between two qubits will be zero. ρ is
the density state and it can be expressed as matrix form. In our case it is 4 by 4
matrix. The matrix is written from [30], its diagonal elements are equal to 14 .
It means that
ρ11 = ρ22 = ρ33 = ρ44 =
1
4
. (13)
The anti-diagonal elements are
ρ14 = ρ23 = ρ32 = ρ41 =
r2(r + γ/2)
4(r + γ)[2g2 + (r + γ/2)(r + γ)])
. (14)
The other elements of density state matrix are;
ρ12 = ρ13 = ρ42 = ρ43 =
r(−ig + r + γ/2)
4[2g2 + (r + γ/2)(r + γ)]
, (15)
ρ21 = ρ24 = ρ31 = ρ34 =
r(ig + r + γ/2)
4[2g2 + (r + γ/2)(r + γ)]
. (16)
Here r, γ and g are reset, decoherence and coupling strength parameters respec-
tively and they are real parameters.
Now by using ρ matrix in equation (3) we find QFI per particle of the system
depending on parameters r, γ and g.
If the coupling parameter is chosen as smaller than noise parameter, the
decoherence would destroy the entanglement. It means that we should take the
coupling parameter is bigger than noise parameter γ.
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In our study we take g = 5γ then the QFI depends only on reset and deco-
herence parameters. One can construct the QFI matrix C and it is in the form
of
C =


Cxx 0 0
0 Cyy Cyz
0 Czy Czz

 , (17)
where Cyy = Czz and Cyz = Czy. The form of matrix means that the rotation
is in x direction.
To understand the behavior of the QFI per particle first we have fixed the
noise parameter to γ = 0.5.
When the reset parameter r equals to zero the nonzero elements of the density
matrix ρ are only in diagonal as 1/4. Then the quantum Fisher information of
this density matrix is zero. The result is expected since when r = 0 the noise
destroys entanglement. Also when the reset parameter goes to infinity, the non
zero elements of ρ are in diagonal and anti-diagonals as 1/4 so one calculate
that the QFI of the density matrix is also zero. The result is reasonable, since
the reset mechanism replaces particles with fresh particles, when r → ∞ the
system is not able to establish entanglement so the QFI will be zero.
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Figure 1: QFI per particle (blue) and negativity (green) vs reset with γ = 0.5. Red dotted
line represents the shot noise limit. Inset shows the critical point where the optimal direction
changes.
As one can see from the figure at r = 0 the QFI of the system is 0 as
expected. When r is at 14 QFI per particle has a value as 1.00226. Well
known entanglement criteria are concurrence and negativity and both can take
values between 0 and 1. For our entangled state concurrence is 0.0992486 and
negativity is 0.0496243. It means that the chosen state is weakly entangled.
When negativity is 0 the state is separable, when negativity equals to 1 the
state is maximally entangled. Same conditions are hold for concurrence.
A critical point is observed at r = 2.3, at that point the behavior of QFI is
changing. The reason of this change could be change in the optimal direction.
It is well known that the optimal direction −→n o is determined by the eigenvector
of symmetric matrix C with the maximal eigenvalue. We discovered that the
optimal direction changes with the values of γ and r. For the figure (1) (g = 2.5
and γ = 0.5 case) the optimal direction −→n o = −→n 1 when r ≤ 2.3. For r > 2.3
the optimal direction −→n o = −→n 2 sin(pi/4)+−→n 3 cos(pi/4). Here −→n 1 is unit vector
in x axis. −→n 2 and −→n 3 are unit vectors in y and z directions respectively.
Then to understand the system better, we cancel the restriction on γ, and we
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have examined the case γ takes values between 0.01 and 3. If the decoherence
parameter started from 0 the QFI per particle would be 0 and we could not
observe any entangled case. Since we want to observe the decay of QFI per
particle γ starts from 0.01.
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Figure 2: QFI per particle (blue) and negativity (green) vs reset with r = 1. Red dotted
line represents the shot noise limit. Inset shows the critical point where the optimal direction
changes.
In figure (2) the QFI per particle is 1.02124 when γ = 0.01. While the
negativity of this specific state is 0.0183813, the concurrence is 0.0367627. It
means that with the proper combinations of reset, decoherence and coupling
parameters one can find entangled states. Also it can be seen that there is a
critical point at γ = 0.214. This is related with optimal direction, because at
that point the optimal direction is −→n o = −→n 2 sin(pi/4) +−→n 3 cos(pi/4) and above
that point the optimal direction is −→n o = −→n 1.
Both figures show that when negativity is different than zero the QFI is not
greater than 1 simultaneously. It means that the QFI does not recognize all the
entangled states.
Figure (1) and (2) give two important results. The first one, by choosing
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parameters g, γ and r properly one can get entangled states. The second one,
the optimal direction depends on the parameters of the system and the change
in the optimal direction changes the behavior of the QFI per particle of the
system.
3. Conclusion
We know that entanglement of any quantum system decreases in a noisy
channel. To prevent the decrease in entanglement a reset mechanism can be
used[30]. Since the reset mechanism changes the particles of the system with
fresh particles from the environment the quantum system must be open and
obviously the system is far from thermodynamical equilibrium.
We have studied the quantum Fisher information of a noisy open quantum
system of two qubits which is in a steady state. In the system, we use an
interaction Hamiltonian in a dephasing channel and a reset mechanism. By
solving master equation we have defined density state in matrix form and with
the help of equation (3) we describe mean QFI of the system depending on reset
and noise parameters. In this work the coupling strength has been chosen as
g = 5γ thus the QFI only depends on reset and noise parameters. Since mean
QFI characterizes the phase sensitivity of a state with respect to SU(2) rotation,
by finding the general shape of QFI matrix and we have found that the rotation
is around x axis.
Then we have shown the change of QFI per particle depending on these
parameters in two figures. If the system is in a constant noise (see figure 1)
when the power of reset mechanism is increased the usefulness of the state is
also increasing. In figure 1 we have chosen γ as 0.5 and have observed that
at r = 14 QFI per particle is greater than 1. The concurrence and negativity
of such state is greater than 0. It means that the state is entangled. However
the figure is also shows that there are some states although the negativity and
concurrence of them are different than zero, the QFI per particle is less than 1.
The second figure shows the behavior of QFI of the system when reset pa-
rameter is equal to 1 and noise parameter is changing between 0 and 3. We
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can find entangled states by choosing γ properly. For example, when γ = 0.01
the QFI per particle is 1.02124. For this case the concurrence and negativity is
different from zero.
At some specific states concurrence, negativity and QFI per particles show
that the state is entangled. Explicitly figure (1) shows that there are some states
when negativity is different than zero the QFI of the state is below the shot-
noise limit. It means that QFI per particle does not recognize all the entangled
states.
The optimal direction −→n o depends on the reset and noise parameters. The
optimal direction found from the constant noise is opposite to the optimal di-
rection for the constant reset case. This is an important finding which shows
the change in optimal direction affects the behavior of the QFI of the system.
As a further study one can look at the quantum Fisher information of an
open dissipative system in a noisy channel which is different than dephasing
channel. Also, more than 2 qubit case is an interesting problem. The results of
these two problems may give an idea about how to maintain the entanglement
in some noisy channels.
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